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Abstract
There are many factors calling for change in
mathematics education in the United States today.
Students are not being adequately trained for the
working world of tomorrow.

The National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics has formulated standards which
provide a vision of curriculum reform in mathematics.
The reform in mathematics education will necessitate a
change in methods of assessing student. growth.

Changes

in assessment methods in other curricular areas are
examined and the author delineates evaluation methods
that would more adequately match the goals of the new
mathematics curriculum.
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New Assessment Methods for a
Reformed Mathematics Education Program

Assessment is an integral part of the teaching
method.

Assessment is conducted for the purpose of

evaluating individual student progress, determining
instructional needs of the class, and judging the
effectiveness of a mathematics program.

In order for

assessment to be valid, it must align itself with the
goals, ideas, and objectives of the curriculum.

In

this paper, emphasis has been given to methods of
assessing individual student progress.
Educators often think of assessment as a component
which is separate from teaching, something that is done
at the end of a unit of work for the purpose of
assigning letter grades to their students.

When you

consider that assessment can consume up to 40% of the
educator ✓ s

time, it should become a valid activity

<Stiggins, 1988>.

Assessment should be a continuous,

ongoing process adding to the learning cycle for the
student.
Assessments can be of a formal nature, such as
standardized tests or textbook chapter tests, or they
may be informal in nature, such as teacher observations
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OL student confeLences.

The effective educatoL uses

continuous assessment .techniques foL instructional
decision-making.

If students do pooLlY at a

mathematics task, the educatoL must determine if the
deficit leaLnlng ls a lack of lndlvldual mastery, OL
denotes necessaLy Leteaching fOL a small gLoup OL the
whole class . . Caution must be used in selecting
assessment items; they should measuLe that which is
valued in the curLiculum.
A vast diffeLence exists between testing as we
know it in schools and the Leflective self-evaluation
that takes place in the Leal woLld as people puLsue
worthwhile woLk (Wolf, 1989).

Actors, artists,

athletes, and many otheLs practice countless hours and
then spend much time evaluating their own performances.
They use feedback gained through videotapes and
recoLdlngs to make adjustments in their activities.

We

value perseveLance and self-improvement in this nation
and yet few school assessments allow students to assess
themselves and develop this life-long skill of
self-evaluation.
There aLe changes cuLrently taking place in the way
elementaLy reading, science, and mathematics are being
taught and changes in assessment methods must naturally
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follow foL these changes to be long-lasting.
papeL addLesses the following questions:

This

(a) What

factoLs necessitate change in the way mathematics ls
being taught in the U.S.? (b) What changes in
mathematics teaching aLe being advocated by the
National Council of TeacheLs of Mathematics CNCTM] in
theiL Curriculum 'and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics?

(c)

Why aLe CULLent evaluation methods

not adequate foL this LefoLm?

(d)

What changes have

occuLred in assessment in otheL CULLiculum aLeas? and
(e) What pLoposals can be made foL alternate methods of
assessing mathematics instLuction?

Related LiteLatuLe

Factors Calling foe Changes in the Teaching of
Mathematics
Changes aLe being sought in the teaching of
mathematics due in paLt to the pooL showing OUL
students made in the Second InteLnational Mathematics
Study.

The Lesults of this study, Leleased in 1987,

indicate that students in the United States scored veLy
pooLIY in compaLlson to students in otheL countLies.
Not only aLe the math students in the United States
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suffering from an "underachieving currJculum"
<McKnight, et.al. 1987); education also suffers from
the public attitudes arising as a result of the media
blitz concerning these assessment results.

As the

Sputnik era urged the United States to dramatically
upgrade efforts in math and science with the creation
of the National Science Foundation, these published
assessment data are causing Americans to become alarmed
about the "math crisis" in our schools.
The National Research Council (1989, p.1) states
that communication has created a world economy in which
"working smarter is more important than merely working
harder".

The workers of today need to absorb new

ideas, think creatively, solve unconventional problems
productively, and work well together.

The most

important needs are not mere calculations; there are
machines available to do the calculations.

Today/s

workers need to think for a living more than workers
have at any other time.
A symposium on the Wel I spring of U.S. Industrial
Strength was held in California in December of 1988; it
was hosted by the Mathematical Science Education Board
CMSEBJ.

The goal of this symposium was to bring

perspectives of business and industry to those
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concerned with ma th education~

I ndust i- i es are

demanding workers who are better equipped for today/s
computer-driven, competitive economy.

Workers must

deal with computer- terminals, automated equipment and
data display; they must estimate and solve problems.
Workers frequently collaborate rather than

work alone.

More and more occupations require workers to be able to
understand, use, communicate, and explain concepts that
are based on mathematical thinking.

We face overseas

competitors whose youth can outperform ours and whose
economies threaten our industrial leadership (MSEB,
1988).
Project 2061, Science for All Americans (1989), is
part of a combined science and mathematics project
concerned with scientific literacy in our country.

The

American Association for- the Advancement of Science
states that reform in science, math, and technology are
needed because the nation has not acted well in
preparing young people.

By both national standards and

world nor-ms, United States education ls failing its
students, especially its minority children, on whom the
nation/s future is coming to depend.
The question of equal education for minority
students is especially important in light of
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demographic trends.

By the year 2000 bne of every

three students in the American schools will be a member
of a minority and by 2020 today~s minority will become
the majority students in the United States.

According

to Workforce 2000 <Johnston, 1987) eight percent of the
current labor force consists of scientists or
engineers; the vast majority of whom are caucasian
males.

White males, however, will comprise only 15

percent of the new entrants to the labor force between
1985 and 1990.

It is imperative that all aspects of

education transcend cultural barriers.
Much of the mathematics currently being taught in
schools is the math that was appropriate for a
shopkeeper of the 1940s.

The basic math curriculum was

developed during the period of time from 1400 to the
mid 1700s.

David and Hersh (1981) claim that we now

live in a golden age o'f mathematical power. Over half
of all mathematics has been invented since World War
II.

With increased technology, the world of

mathematics is changing rapidly, and yet many teachers
continue to teach the mathematics they were taught.
The dilemma of math instruction in the United
States has produced a student population that lacks an
understanding of what mathematicians do and the fact
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that mathematics ls a dynamic, changing dlsclp1lne.
Resu.Jts fr:om the four:th mathematics assessment of the
National Assessment of Educational Progress <Swafford
and Brown, 1989) indicate that 35% of the 7th gr:ader:s
and 24% of the 11th graders be] ieve that new
discoveries ar:e seldom made in math. About half of the
gr:oup r:epor:ted that ]earning math ls mostly memorizing
and fewer: than half expected to wor:k in car:eer:s that
requir:e mathematics.

The attitudes of today's students

are another: hurdle to be over:come in revitalizing
today's math cur:r:icu1um.

Most teachers don't test the

affective domain of mathematics, but it would be a
wor:thwhile expenditur:e of time.
In spite of incr:eased technology, and the minimal
cost factor: of hand-held ca1cu1ators, many students ar:e
not using up-to-date technology in their: classr:ooms.
Many teacher:s and par:ents fear: that students wi11 not
lear:n their: basic facts if they a11ow ca1cu1ator:s into
the c]assr:ooms too ear:Jy.
Kouba and Swaffor:d (1989) found that while 90% of the
students surveyed had ca1cu1ator:s in their: homes, fewer:
than one-thlr:d of them used calcu1ator:s in the
c]assr:oom.

The fo11owing table summarizes the findings
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of calculatoL expeLiences in the classLoom foL the
students involved in the national assessment.
Availabilitv and Use of Calculators
Percent Respondinga

Do you OL YOUL family
own a calculatoL?

82

94

97

Is theLe a school
calculatoL available foL
use in mathematics class?

15

21

26

How often have you used
29
13
13
a calculatoL?
a Response Lates we~e .95+ Kouba and SwaffoLd,p.1O2

leaLn; this necessitates LefoLm in mathematics
education.

LeaLning ls not a pLocess of passively

absoLbing lnfoLmation and stoLing it in easily
LetLievable, fLagmented pieces.

Students appLoach each

new task with some PLiOL knowledge, then they build new
undeLstandlngs and constLuct theiL own meanings
<Resnick, 1987).

Ideas aLe not isolated in memoLy;

they aLe OLganized into a schema which utilizes the
language one uses and dLaws on past expeLiences.
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The changes in mathematics needed for informed
citizenship and daily living has also changed
significantly (MSEB 1990).

The need to understand data

presented in a variety of ways is most obvious.
Percentages, graphs, charts, tables, and statistical
analyses are now widely used in newspapers and
magazines.

Citizens who cannot interpret quantitative

data are illiterate in this day and age.
As outlined above, there are many factors calling
for change in the way that mathematics is taught in the
United States . . Many students are not being trained for
the Jobs of tomorrow which wil 1 demand mentally fit
workers, especially in the field of mathematics.

Three

out of four students are currently dropping out of
mathematics before receiving enough training to
accommodate them in the future.

Due to the global

marketplace, the United States needs more mathematics
to stay abreast of world competition.

It is essential

that Americans no longer sit idly by while the future
of the country dims.

Changes being souaht in mathematics education
The need for curriculum reform is clear.

To guide

this reform, the National Council of Teachers of
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Mathematics drafted and published Cucciculum and
Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics <1989).
The NCTM Standards is a document which provides a
framework for curriculum revision.

Over fifty

mathematical science organizations, professional
education organizations, and other organizations have
agreed to serve as allies in the national effort to
improve mathematics instruction in the United States.
The NCTM document presents fifty-four standards
aligned with three age groups: K-4, 5-8, and 9-12.

The

goals for all student age groups are similar: (1) that
they learn to value mathematics, (2) that they become
confident in their ability to do mathematics, (3) that
they become mathematical problem solvers, (4) that they
learn to communicate mathematically, and (5) that they
learn to reason mathematically.

These goals are based

on the idea that mathematics is more than a collection
of concepts and skills to be mastered.
Each of the three graded sections of the NCTM
include thirteen curriculum standards, as well as a
separate section on evaluation.

The first four strands

are common to all grade levels:

(a) mathematics as

problem solving,

(b) mathematics as communication,

(c) mathematics as reasoning, and

(d) mathematical
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connections.

Topics.that LepLesent a change in content

aLe, -most notably: statistics and pLobability in the
K-4 pr-ogr-am, functions and patter-ns in gr:-ades 5-8, and
a mathematical coLe cuLr-iculum for- all students in
gr-ades 9-12.

Refor-m in math education in the 1990s

will r-eflect changes in content and emphasis of the
cur-r-iculum, as wel 1 as.appr-oaches to instr-uction.
The bLeadth of the mathematics CULLlculum must be
incr-eased. The tr-aditional math pr-ogr-am focuses
nar-r-owly on a few topics, ar-ithmetic in paLticular-.
Students would benefit fLom a cuLr-iculum that
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r-eflects

the expanding power- and r-ichness of the mathematical
sciences 11 <Steen, 1989, p. 19).

Estimation, symmetr-y,

chance, measuLements, and manipulation ar-e as much a
par-t of math as computation, and ar-e mor-e inter-esting
for- many students.
TeamwoLk must be encour-aged in mathematics.

In

the woLld of wor-k, solving complex pr-oblems demands the
talents of many dlffer-ent people.

Students can lear-n

to wor-k together- to solve pr:-oblems, to encour-age one
another- towaLd meeting

a goal, and to guide each other-

in the steps leading towar-d the solution.

Teamwor-k is

also an effective way to lear-n mathematics, for- it is
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through verbal interactions with peers that students
truly. internalize the concepts.
Full and appropriate use of calculators must be
made.

Nothing demonstrates the backward nature of our

math agenda more than the reluctance of teachers and
test makers to al low appropriate use of calculators.
Calculators allow students to explore patterns, to
perform calculations beyond their understanding, and to
creatively approach problem solving through multiple
tries without getting bogged down in lengthy
calculations.
Instructional practices should include concrete
explorations of manipulative material~.

Learning

theory suggests that children whose mathematical
learning ls initiated with manipulative experiences
will be more likely to bridge the gap between the real
world and the abstract mathematical world <Kennedy,
1986). Piaget (1952) contended that cognitive
development occurs in four stages and that manipulative
materials are significant learning aids at each level.
Students who see and manipulate objects have clearer
mental pictures and can grasp abstract levels of
meaning more easily than those without a concrete base
of experience.
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ClassLoom teacheLs must use stLategies that will
allow students to be actively involved in mathematics,
not just passive LeceiveLs of knowledge.

LectuLes and

boaLd demonstLations alone aLe not sufficient to
alleviate misconceptions.

MaLilyn BuLns <1986) notes

that math educatoLs must not teach just
but "what to do and why 11

•
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what. to do 11

,

UndeLstanding occuLs when

childLen leaLn skills in the context of applications
(p. 34).

PLoblem solving is geneLal ly a majoL goal of any
mathematics PLOgLam.

Students geneLally get adequate

exposuLe to application pLoblems, but they need moLe
pLactice with nonLoutine pLoblem sol~ing.

NonLout1ne

PLOblem solutions LequiLe moLe than a simple
application of a single aLithmetic opeLation.

,1 ,:
An

example of this type of PLOblem would involve finding
the numbeL of possible ways that fouL people could line
up.

The 1976 Lesults of the National Assessment of

Educational PLogLess indicated that students had
Lelatively 1 lttle tLouble sol.ving pLoblems that
LequiLed only that they choose the COLLect opeLatlon,
but students do not do so well with multi-step OL
nonLoutlne PLOblem solving.

It is fuLtheL Lecommended

that pLoblem solving not be defeLLed until students
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have masteLed computational skills <CaLpenteL, et.al,
1981)-.

PLoblem solving LeinfoLces computational skills

and PLOVides meaning for theiL application.

PLoblem

solving should be introduced in conjunction with basic
skill woLk.
All students should study mathematics every yeaL
they aLe in school.

The National Council of TeacheLs

of Mathematics ULges th~t al1 students take a core
curLiculum of mathematics.

All students would be

exposed to all fields of mathematics, with depth of
coveLage depending on student ability.

Mathematics is

not a science to be studied by an elite few; the NCTM
is advocating mathematical liteLacy foL all.

Students

who aLe college-bound will need fouL yeaLS of
mathematics instruction to meet college Lequirements.
and those students who aLe not pLeparing for college
will need mathematics skills to succeed in a society
that values technology.
TeacheLs need to stimulate cLeativity in
mathematics.

Too often ·students think that mathematics

is a science in which only one method exists foL
,solving a pLoblem, theLe is a single COLLect answer,
the teacheL has the answeL, and if you get the answeL
you wil 1 be successful.

Students should be allowed to
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show and discuss multiple appLoaches to a single
pLoblem.
ExemplaLy mathematics teaching will demonstrate
connections.

Students should discoveL the math

dlsclpl ines that are inter-Le lated and they should
expeLience these connections at eveLy opportunity.
These connections reinforce mathematics ideas learned
in different contexts. FLagmentatlon of mathematics
concepts must be avoided.
Communication must be-encouLaged in the math
classes of the 1990s.

Learning to read, write, and

speak about mathematical topics ls impoLtant for
application of leaLning to take place, and also as a
strategy for understanding mathematical pLocesses.
Students can WLite in jouLnals to clarify their
understanding and reflect on their experiences in
learning mathematics.

This writing will enhance

leaLning foL the student, and al low the teacher to
easily assess the student/s level of understanding.
Students should be allowed to discuss mathematics
processes, not just listen passively as the instructoL
lectuLes.
SeveLal topics which cuLrently consume a major
poLtion of the school mathematics progLam will Leduce
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dramatically if the standards are implemented.

Rote

memor-ization and paper-and-pencil algorithms will no
longer take up the vast majority of time in the
classroom.

Fractions, long division, and two-column

geometry proofs will become less important.

Two-column

proofs in geometry exist only in textbook exercises;
they are not a part of the real world of mathematics.
Calculators in the working world make arduous paperand-pencil calculations unnecessary and reduce the
importance of fractions due to the decimal display of
numbers.
Assessment methods will need to change to meet the
demands of the new curriculum.

If methods of

evaluation do not change, then teaching innovations
will be short-lived.

Teachers will not encourage the

use of ·calculators and computers in their classrooms if
technology is not a part of the assessment process.

Inconsistencies Between NCTM Standards
and cuccent Evaluation Methods
The Standards are a vision of improving math
education through a change in content, instructional
methods, and evaluation.

Becoming mathematically

literate means much more than performing well on a
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checklist of isolated mathematical pLoceduLes.
Becoming a successful PLOblem solveL means moLe than
finding a solution to a simple, well-defined WLitten
math pLoblem. Real woLld pLoblems aLe often "fuzzy" and
do not possess the simplistic, delineated foLm of
pLoblems pLesented in math classes.
Many oppoLtunities exist in the classLoom foL the
teacheL to infoLmally assess levels of undeLstanding.
These infoLmal methods allow foL gLeat flexibility and
a pLobing foL depth of undeLstanding and ability to
tLansfeL leaLning to new PLOblem situations.

InfoLmal

methods aLe continuous, teacheL-geneLated, and
fLequently change in focus as teacheLs implement the
standaLds ln theiL own classLooms.

FoLmal assessment,

howeveL, wil 1 offeL a gLeateL challenge for teachers;
these measuLement devices are most often developed
thLough formal means and decided upon by the policymakers of the school district.
In America. but not in other countries, objective,
multiple-choice tests are the norm; they are objective,
cost-effective, and easy to administer and score (MSEB,
1989).

Multiple-choice tests as used in America lead

to wide-spread abuse.

These tests become ends in

themselves, not means to diagnose individual
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weaknesses.

Too often teachers teach to the test, not

to the curriculum, or to the children.

These tests

stress lower-, rather than higher-, thinking skills,
emphasizing direct student responses to narrow
questions, rather than stressing original thinking and
creativity.

Normed testing ignores the vast range of

differences in learnin~·rates.
Current standardized tests place undue emphasis on
tedious calculations performed under high-duress timed
conditions.

Students are not afforded the opportunity

to demonstrate their problem solving abilities or their
reasoning skills under these conditions.

Students who

might grasp the concepts but who work at a slower pace
are penalized by the time constraints of standardized
tests.
Another basic problem with standardized tests is
the undue emphasis pl~ced on getting the correct
solution.

Preble~ solving involves collecting data,

choosing proper strategies, planning the steps, and
calculating correctly.

Pity the poor student who uses

the correct numbers, plans the strategy well, sets up
the problem correctly, and then makes a careless error
on the calculation.

This student knows much more about
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math than the student who simply makes a blind guess,
but the test does not make this distinction.
One of the gLeatest changes wil 1 need to take
place in Lealignment of assessment tasks so that they
closely match the goals, objectives, and teaching
methods advocated by the StandaLds.

TeacheLs will not

make seLious, long-lasting changes without the
assuLance that they will be testing students in the
same manneL in which they teach them.

If students are

allowed to rely on manipulatives duLing the math class,
then manipulatives should be available foL student use
during testing.
A recent study examined six widely used
standaLdized tests to determine theiL alignment with
the gLade 5-8 StandaLds <Romberg, Wilson, & Khaketla,
1990).

The six tests were those identified as the

tests most widely used at both the district and state
level.

Each item on each test was classified accoLding

to the content of the question, the pLocess Lequired to
Lespond to the item, and the level of the response
LequiLed.

The conclusion of this study was that the

CULLent foLms of these six widely used achievement
tests do not adequately coveL the range of•content
advocated by the StandaLds.
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A barrier to implementing changes in a
calculator-using society has been the restriction
against using calculators on standardized tests.

This

restriction alone places much undue emphasis on
arithmetic and limits the breadth of the math
curriculum.

The NCTM in its position statement

"Calculators in the Classroom" (1986) recommended the
"integration of the calculator Into th~ school
mathematics program at al 1 levels in classwork,
homework, and evaluation, (p.1).

The Mathematical

Sciences Education Board states that a clear
implication of

today ✓ s

technological realities ls that

calculators shoul.d be allowed on all tests <MSEB,
1987).
In 1986 the Missouri Department of Education
issued a policy statement supporting calculator use at
all levels.

Consequently the University of Missouri

developed a battery of achievement tests to implement
this legislation.

Computational skills were tested in

the elementary grades while calculators were permitted
for use in testing for grades 7 and above.

The

secondary tests were not developed to test calculator
skills, but rather to test application of mathematics
knowledge free from computational distractions.

The
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state's test battery, the Missouri Mastery and
Achievement Test CMMAT) was first administered in the
spring of 1987.

Local schools determined whether or

not students would use calculators. The most frequently
cited reason for prohibiting calculators was the
inability of the district to provide hand-held
calculators for the student body.

Students using

calculators performed significantly better (~<0.01) on
the total test than those students who did not use
calculators.

Of most significance, h.owever, is that

using calculators on math tests affords reviewers of
test results a clear picture of student deficiencies
(Long, Reys, & Osterlind, 1989).

Errors on tests

allowing calculator usage are not due to computation,
but a lack of understanding of the problem or the
process for solving the problem.
Every student believes that the test is the major
determinant of what ls important in the curriculum.
When calculators are not allowed on tests, students
believe that the most important part of mathematics ls
learning to do computational procedures by hand.
many students, in fact, this rote memorization of
arithmetic procedures is the essence of their
mathematical experience (Heid, 1988).

For
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There are, however, other aspects of mathematical
lite~acy not addressed by current assessment methods.
New evaluation procedures should involve gaining
information about student ability to use mathematical
language to communicate ideas: ability to reason and
analyze: and evidence that the student can label,
verbalize, and define concepts.

New evaluation methods

should seek information about mathematical disposition.
The evaluation should determine how willing a student
ls to persevere in mathematical tasks, and how
inventive and flexible he/she is in trying alternative
methods of solving problems.
Assessing student knowledge is a major task for
any educator, and should be a valid and productive
activity.

The evaluation standards <NCTM, 1989)

indicate that assessing students/ mathematical
knowledge should

11

go beyond measuring how much

information they possess to include the extent of their
ability and willingness to use, apply, and communicate
that information" (p. 205).

Students should have an

opportunity to demonstrate a knowledge of their
understanding of ·the relationships among various
mathematical disciplines.
implemented in

As the Standards get

schools, the standardized tests will
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have to change to Leflect moLe accuLately the new
vision in mathematics education.

Changes in Assessment in OtheL CuLLicular ALeas
Science
Changes in science teaching methods at the
elementaLy level include much moLe pLocess, OL
"hands-on", instLuction.

Typical evaluation centeLs on

Lecal 1 of specific infoLmation encounteLed in
textbooks, lectuLes, and otheL class activities.
Typical questions emphasize the meanings of WOLds and
G

theiL concepts.

TheLe is little evidence that students

aLe eveL tested foL theiL ability to use infoLmation
they gain, OL indeed to do anything otheL than acquiLe
knowledge (YageL, 1984).

A moLe complete view of

science would, howeveL, consideL five domains:
pLocesses, CLeativity, attitudes, and applications, as
well as knowledge <YageL, 1987).
CULLent standaLdized tests are not true indicators
of student leaLning in science according to Raizen
Kaser (1989).

&

The tests are not infoLmative conceLning

students~ ability to conduct scientific investigations.
Being able to identify and explain scientific
pLocedures does not mean that an individual cognitively
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knows when that procedure is appLOPLiate OL that the
indiyidual even knows how to conduct that·pLocedure.
FuLthermoLe, through al lowing only one, pLe-selected
COLLect answeL, these tests aLe in conflict with the
beliefs of science--that scientific knowledge is
tentative and subject to change based on gathering of
new evidence.
If we are to move toward better science
assessment, tests must begin to probe the process by
which students solve a scientific problem, rather than
simply record the answer.

Students should have

opportunities to demonstrate not just isolated
scientific facts; they must also practice their skills
in using the tools of science in some hands-on
activities.

An effective assessment of science

learning might also include sorting through a realistic
situation in which the problem is not indicated; this
would allow the students to pick out their own problems
and identify the information needed to solve the
problems.
Martinez and Lipson (1989) advocate mastery
assessment of science; they suggest that teachers make
greater use of images.

Use should be made of still and

moving images, including computer simulations.

Through
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the computer simulations, children can interact with
materials or objects that are dangerous, expensive, or
unobtainable.
There are many new methods which might be used to
gain increased knowledge of student ability in science.
Teachers can assign science projects, and require
students to keep a journal in which they jot down
discoveries made during the project period.

The

proJects might consist of written reports, models,
demonstrations, or experiments.

Students/ laboratory

notes or records of experiments carried out might be
collected; they could ~r6vide the teacher with useful
information.

Teachers might keep records of hands-qn

work such as measuring, classifying, and observing.
Keeping records of skil Is learned might highlight the
importance of the scientific method in the total
science curriculum.

Students would realize that

process knowledge, as well as information retrieval, is
an important component of the science curriculum.
Reading
Much change has occurred in the teaching of
reading over the last several years.

Writing to read,

whole language, emerging literacy, and inventive
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spelling are Just a few of the new terms being used in
discussing reading instruction.
As in the areas of math and science, "assessment has
not kept pace with advances in reading theory,
research, or practice 11 <Valencia and Pearson, 1987,
p. 726).

Pikulski (1989) lists four considerations for
needed change in reading assessment:

(1) the nature of

the proceduLes and the materials must be significantly
broadened, (2) the evaluation instruments must be
selected and interpreted .in 1 lght of the purposes for
which they are being used, (3) assessment must shift
from being test-centered to becoming teacher- and
pupil-centered, and (4) the form of assessment must
reflect the goals of instruction and the dynamic nature
of the reading process.

These ideas are very similar

to the needed reforms in mathematics assessment.
A portfolio should contain several different
methods of assessment to show a more complete picture
of student growth.

Formal measurements should be

included, such as norm-referenced and criterionreferenced scores.

Informal "snapshots" of growth

might include writing samples; sample materials used in
the grade level; self assessments; and teacher notes
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concerning attitude, oral expression when reading
aloud, fluency in reading, and creativity.
One of the nice things about portfolio use is that
student work does not disappear.

The students have

time for processing. The folio provides a place to
store writings until incubation ls complete, until
notes change into writings, and until revision takes
place for certain pieces.

When students have the

opportunity to page through a collection of materials
showing their growth over a

year ✓ s

time, they are

struck by what they have learned and the progress they
have made <Wolf, 1989).
Flood and Lapp <1989) also suggest that a
portfolio includes voluntary reading program reports.
Voluntary reading is a must for student growth to
occur.

A report of the results of leisure reading, as

well as a clear explanation to parents about the
importance of voluntary reading, should be included in
the portfolio.
Lewis and Lindaman <1989) offered information on
how their district has solved the task of evaluating
student writing.

Their Iowa school district collects

writing samples during fall and spring from students in
grades 2-12.

The students evaluate their two writing
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samples, noting differ-ences and impr-ovements, and these
evaluations as wel 1 as the wr-iting samples ar-e sent
home for- par-ent comments.

These mater-ials ar-e then

gather-ed and stor-ed in a cumulative wr-iting folder- for
compar-ison with futur-e wr-itings. The teachers also use
holistic assessment methods, such as r-ank-or-der-ing the
papers, to val I.date student gi:-owth.
The real value of a portfolio does not lie in its
physical appearance, but in _the mindset it insti 1 ls in
those who use the por-tfolio appi:-oach for- r-eading
assessment <Valencia, 1990).

Por-tfollos r-epr-esent a

reading philosophy that views assessment as an integr-al
par-t of the instr-uction.

Por-tfolios offer- an expanded

definition of assessment in which multi-dimensional
indicator-s of lear-ning ar-e gathered in an on-going,
continuous fashion.

This is an assessment method that

publicly states that the pr-ocess ls as impor-tant as the
pr-oduct.
Summar-y and Conclusions
As stated in a pr-evious section of this paper-,
today's assessment methods ar-e lnappr-opriate forevaluating student pr-ogr-ess in a r-evltalized
mathematics cur-r-iculum.

Utilizing ideas fr-om science
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and reading, and ideas included in various readings on
evaluation, it is the writer/s intent to delineate
testing methods that more adequately match the
mathematics curriculum.
One of the most important changes to be made in
the mathematics curriculum is a decrease in isolated
mathematics facts, and an increase in relevant problem
solving, exploration, discovery, and application.

To

be aligned with this curriculum, the tests must become
more than mere regurgitation of math algorithms.

The

tests should require more complex mental processes.
New testing instruments should be multi-dimensional and
include teacher- as well as student-input.
New testing procedures might involve students in
performance tasks in which they combine content and
process as they design their own solutions, perform
necessary calculations <using the tools of the
classroom, such as manipulatives, calculators, and
computers), and present individual solutions
class with a discussion of procedures.

to the

The task might

be long term, involving three to five class periods.
Some videotaping could be used to aid the teacher in
assessing the final product.
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An example of a performance task as outlined above
for. an upper elementary class might be planning a
classroom party for twenty-five children.

The children

would need to plan time schedules, party favors, games,
and refreshments.

They would need to use grocery ads

and determine the amount of money needed and the •
necessary menu items.

Depending on the grade level,

the task could be·compl icated by giving a maximum
amount of money. -This creates the need for comparison
shopping--comparing such things as canned soda pop
versus Kool-aid or_r·decorated bakery cakes versus box
mixes.

A decisions would need to be reached on whether

students should be·required to figure the tax into the
total amount.

Students might also evaluate one another

and select the best-planned party.
A performance task like planning a party would
involve many of the curriculum strands outlined in the
Standards.

Most importantly, the students would be

using mathematics to solve problems.

The students

would be communicating mathematically as they explained
their plans to the other class members.

Mathematical

reasoning would need to be applied to the time
constraints and to the amounts and types of foods
selected for the party.

Connecting math to the real
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WOLld would be a significant factoL in this real
pLoblem.

Other significant aLeas of the CULLiculum

which might receive attention in this task aLe concepts
of whole numbeL opeLations, whole numbeL computations,
and estimation <how much food would be needed?).
Student mathematics portfolios would benefit the
assessment procedure. Students could keep computations,
PLOblem solving LeCOLdS, jOULnal entries, and
self-assessment comments in a folder to be retained
from year to year.

When students understand a new

mathematics PLOcedure, they could write about the steps
involved in the procedure, and keep this note in the
poLtfolio.

Students would feel a real sense of pride

and. accomplishment as they Leview the learning they
achieved over a yeaL, or several years.
The NCTM has published a pamphlet on evaluation of
nonroutine problem solving (ChaLles, Lester, &
0/Daffer, 1986).

The tools offered in this booklet are

more holistic in natuLe than the traditional means of
assessing problem solving.

The evaluation is made by

the teacher according to student attitude and behavior,
as wel 1 as the solution.

Points are assigned for

selecting an appropriate strategy, trying a different
stLategy when stuck, working cooperatively with others
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in the group, demonstrating a willingness to try
problems, persevering in attempts, and finding the
correct answer.

As stated before, this is a much truer

picture of student growth than that obtained by merely
checking the final answer.
Technology offers many possible future assessment
methods to consider.

An interactive computer test

might be an evaluative tool.

If levels of questioning

became too difficult for the student, the computer
would select easier levels of questioning.

Not only

would the teacher know that the student doesn~t know
the answer, but how far back teaching must go to assure
the fundamentals for success.

This would be a much

more valid instrument and it would make assessment
truly part of the teaching and learning process. not
merely an add-on for assigning a grade at the end of
the unit of study.
Assessment should critically evaluate the extent
to which students (a) have internalized information,
(b) can apply the information to new situations that
require creative thinking and reasoning, and
communicate mathematically.

(c)

Assessment should also

evaluate student attitudes toward mathematics; their
self-confidence in handling mathematical situations,
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and the extent to which they value mathematics.
order for the goals set forth in the

In

Standards to be

reached, assessment must change and keep pace with the
changes in instruction.
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